Sentence Starters

These are some ways to start sentences in your writing. You don’t need to use all of them, and you don’t need to use them in this order.

One possible solution to climate change is ____________________________________________ .

To do this, people would ____________________________________________________________ .

This might reduce climate change because ____________________________________________ .

This might cause ________________________________________________________________ .

Another effect might be ____________________________________________________________ .

This might reduce effects of climate change, such as ________________________________ , because ____________________________________________________________ .

Tools for Writing about Solutions

Word Bank

Here are some words you can use in your writing. You don’t have to use all the words.

absorb evidence reduce
air reflect
atmosphere scientists
because sea level
capture sea ice
climate solution
climate change solve
climate change sunlit
Earth temperature
1. Decide on the possible solution you will write about. Add details about it on the lines around the first bubble.

2. Write notes explaining how the solution might reduce the causes of climate change around the second bubble.

3. Write notes explaining how the solution could reduce the effects of climate change around the third bubble.